TVHRC Meeting Minutes 03-10-16

Present were: Larry Hill, Kim Hill, Willie Alderson, Micah Duffy, Eric Van Staveren,
Dina Perugini, Ron Borton, Grant Settle, Chelsea Jensen, Gilbert Tuning, Teri
Sanders and Blaine Hyde.
Meeting called to order by Willie and a reading of the minutes from the last
meeting was waived.
Chelsea suggested that she buy and sell Muffins for a breakfast item. We all
agreed it was a good idea and she will take care of it. She also suggested that we
buy another table, no decision made.
We will have the next test at Webers with flyer ducks available. Blaine will get the
toilet, the pigeons and will get a count on the ducks needed. We will send in the
notification email that shooters cannot use a choke tighter than IC.
We will try to have a Super Single/Junior Handler training day on either June 4 or
11 if we do not have the Judges Seminar.
Several ideas we discussed on how to get more club participation at the training
days. There are also numerous handlers that do not donate to the bird boys. We
decided to hire a third bird boy and ask for a bird boy tip at the sign up table. I will
also put this as a reminder in the notification email.
Willie discussed the possibility of hosting the 2019 Master Amateur National. We
will continue the discussion and research what our obligations we be.
Willie will contact the IRC and see if they would be interested in hosting a HT in
Cascade a week after our double header with the possibility of it being another
double header in the future.
Willie researched out prices on some business cards. He will design and purchase
500 for $21.00.

Willie checked on someone from the school helping with a website and decided
that he would need to go to the High School. Kim also knows a web designer and
will contact him.
Larry Hill talked to someone from Eagle Island in reference to the information
from Greg Fredrickson that we may be required to leash all dogs in the near
future. Willie brought up the fact that it was already an Island rule that they did
not enforce and that we should not stir the pot, Blaine agreed. Larry will do some
more research on the possibility of us getting a partial to train dogs if they do
decide to enforce the rules.
Grant Settle brought some samples of some very nice custom duck calls that
could be used for Judges Gifts. We decided to purchase some made of Cocobolo
Wood for $65 each and inquire of the judges if they want a call or a gift
certificate.
We discussed the possibility of the club being named beneficiary on life insurance
policies for the purpose of someday purchasing training ground. Gilbert Tuning is
a new member and an insurance agent. He will check on the particulars and
report back at the next meeting.
The next meeting will be on March 31st, 6:30 at K-2 Construction.
Meeting adjourned
Blaine Hyde
Secretary
TVHRC

